SPOT FOR BUSINESS

SPOT devices deliver affordable, reliable, location-based tracking, messaging and life-saving S.O.S. technology to hundreds of thousands of users around the world 24/7.

SPOT X™
2-WAY SATELLITE MESSENGER

SPOT X provides 2-way satellite messaging so you can stay connected to family, friends and colleagues whenever you’re outside of cellular range, including direct communication with Search & Rescue services in case of a life-threatening emergency. SPOT X even provides you with your own personal mobile U.S. number so others can message you directly from their cell phone or other SMS devices at any time.

BACK OFFICE SOLUTION

SPOT My Globalstar provides location-based enterprise solutions with a tailored array of Globalstar GPS tracking devices. Managers can interact with all devices and operators from a single, centralized, cloud-based platform that provides live or historical tracking of personnel, vehicles, and assets on-demand.

• Live and Historical Tracking
• Reporting
• Live Alerts
• Geofencing
• Grouping

FEATURES

MESSAGE - Exchange messages with any cell phone number or email address from virtually anywhere in the world.

TRACKING - Select from 2½, 5, 10, 30 or 60 minute tracking intervals, and let family, friends and other adventurers follow your progress with SPOT’s easy-to-use Google Maps™ interface.

S.O.S. - Send an S.O.S. to the 24/7 Search & Rescue center, message back and forth about the nature of your emergency, and receive confirmation when help is on the way.

CHECK IN - Quickly and easily let everyone know you’re OK.

POST TO SOCIAL - Link your social accounts to keep your friends and family in the know wherever you go.

COMPASS - Built-in compass and programmable waypoints to help you navigate.

WHAT MAKES SPOT X UNIQUE?

• 2.7" Backlit display
• Alert 24/7 Search & Rescue center
• Illuminated QWERTY keyboard
• Micro USB port
• Impact Resistant, Dust & Waterproof (IP67)
• Rechargeable Lithium battery
• 240 hours (10 days) of battery life in continuous 10 minute tracking mode.*
• Lightweight

SPECIFICATIONS

HEIGHT: 6.54 in
WIDTH: 2.9 in
THICKNESS: .94 in
WEIGHT: 7.0 oz

*Battery life is based on a full charge during initial device usage and ideal operating temperature of 77°F with a clear view of the sky with no obstructions.

To learn more about SPOT X visit Globalstar.com
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